In the limestone zones, the direct arrival times predicted by the log agree well with the first arrivals in the commondepth gather; in the shales, the first arrivals are headwaves. Figure 2 shows an expanded view of the zone around the Del Rio Clay, with the log superimposed on the commondepth gather at a scale to allow direct comparison. In this zone, headwave arrivals are clearly evident in both the shot gather and the common-depth gather (marked "H" in Figure  2 ). The vertical event at 33ms marked "B" on the commondepth gather fits well with the direct arrival time predicted by the log and has been interpreted as such in a previous study (Harris, 1988) when only a common-depth gather was available. However, there is no vertical event evident in the shot gather at this time In the shot gather, the earlier event ("A") has the moveout pattern one would expect for a direct arrival if the formation had a velocity 15 to 30 percent higher than that suggested by the log (and increasing slightly with depth). Figure 2 ) are picked and inverted by standard time tomographic methods, the resulting velocity tomogram (Figure 3) shows a disturbing deviation from the expected layered solution. The problem is clear when one considers residual times obtained by subtracting from measured times the times predicted by raytracing through a layered model built from the times picked for the common-depth traces. The residuals are all positive; they increase as the ray angles (measured from horizontal) increase and reach highly significant values (3.6ms, almost three wavelengths). In the tomographic inversion, these residuals translate to excess slowness backprojected along the steepest rays. 2. Analysis. In this section we will argue that simple, self-consistent answers to these questions can be obtained if, and only if, we admit the possibility that the shales are anisotropic.
When direct arrival times (following "A" in
Consider first the question of whether the direct arrival is event "A" or "B". Note that event "H" is continuous with the first arrival in the Georgetown limestone in both the shot gather and in the common-depth gather and that its apparent vertical slowness ( At/AZ ) in the common-depth gather is twice as large a.s in the shot gather. Event "H" is undoubtedly a headwave generated at the boundary between the slow Del Rio clay and the faster Georgetown limestone. Note further that event "A" has a smaller apparent vertical slowness in the shot gather than does "H". The underlying wave event must, therefore, have a larger horizontal slowness (and a more horizontal ray vector). However, the headwave has a maximum horizontal slowness among (longitudinal) waves propagating in the limestone (i.e. the P-wave slowness of the limestone). PSP headwaves are ruled out by the known shear velocity (0.38ms/m) of limestone. It follows that the wave giving rise to "A" must have propagated entirely within the Del Rio clay. As it is the first such event in the data, it must be labeled "direct arrival". Now consider P-wave energy propagating in the shale that is multiply-reflected from the top and bottom of the layer.
Writing "I)" for the direct wave, "T" for the wave reflecting once at the top, "TB" for the wave reflecting once at the top and once at the bottom, etc., the arrival times for these waves should show a characteristic crisscross pattern in a common-shot gather as illustrated in Figure 4a (here for a homogeneous layer). On the common-depth gather the same arrivals show the pattern illustrated in Figure 4b . Note that the even multiples have a null apparent vertical slowness. This observation depends only on the assumption that the medium is laterally invariant (not necessarily homogeneous). The point is that as the source and receiver are shifted up together, the ray segment removed from the near source leg is added to the near receiver leg of the total raypath, so the shifted total ray has the same ray parameter and total length as the original. Proper event identification is difficult or impossible to perform using common-depth gathered data only.
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?igures.
?igure 1. Common-source gather, sonic log, and commonlepth gather. The trace at depth 834m is common to the wo gathers. 
